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THE AIM OF THE “AUDIT OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC’S 
RELATIONS WITH RUSSIA AND CHINA” 

The European Values Center for Security Policy has long dedicated itself to the protection of Czech liberal 
democracy and sovereignty from the hostile influence of authoritarian countries, the most aggressive and 
geopolitically significant of which are the Russian Federation and the People’s Republic of China according 
to Czech security institutions.

During the year 2020, our team at the European Values Center for Security Policy has, thanks to the support 
of the Konrad Adenauer Foundation, implemented a project to evaluate these two hostile actors’ influence 
activities in the Czech Republic since 2014. Around 2014, the aggressiveness of these regimes against European 
democracies and the Czech Republic underwent a fundamental shift. Consequently, based on a series of 
consultations with Czech governmental and non-governmental specialists, we have prepared a simplified 
summary – a chronology of the most serious cases of Russian and Chinese influence in the Czech Republic.

In the third chapter, we also present the main megatrends within the geopolitical security environment of 
which the Czech Republic is a part. To that end, our analysts have consulted with several anonymous experts 
from government and non-governmental institutions regarding their assessments and conclusions. The 
European Values Center for Security Policy is naturally responsible for the contents of this assessment. 

This report is to serve as a simplified schematic foundation for Czech policymakers in the fields of security 
and foreign policy. Therefore, the language and structure of this document reflect those commonly used 
within the political-security community.
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1. A SUMMARY OF THE MAIN INSTANCES OF RUSSIAN 
INFLUENCE IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC FROM 2014 TO 2020

The state visits of the Czech President Miloš Zeman to Russia

The Czech President Miloš Zeman has so far made 3 official state visits to Russia (2014, 2015, 2017) during 
which he met each time with President Putin with whom he discussed sensitive information such as the 
details of the Nikulin affair and the construction of new blocks in the Dukovany nuclear power plant, while 
also remembering to criticize the anti-Russian sanctions.1

Reactions of the top Czech politicians to the Russian invasion of Ukraine and their stance towards 
anti-Russian sanctions

The Russian invasion into Ukraine and annexation of Crimea was met with rather careful condemnation by 
the Czech government and pro-Russian President Miloš Zeman, who very loudly expressed his opposition in 
various settings to the established sanctions against Russia, and started to repeat Russian narratives- behavior 
that continues today. Prime Minister Bohuslav Sobotka has shared a similar stance on Russian sanctions 
publicly for several months, but he nonetheless respected the decision of the EU to impose sanctions on 
Russia.2

The Koněv affair

The decision by Prague 6 Mayor Ondřej Kolář and approved by the local council to remove the several 
times vandalized statue of Soviet marshal Konev, who played part in putting down the Hungarian uprising 
in 1956 and Warsaw pact invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968, resulted in criticism from the pro-Russian 
Czech community and the Russian government, which consisted of insults from Russian ministers, pressure 
and a disinformation campaign, and criminal proceedings against all those in the local council involved in 
approving the removal of the statue.3   

The Nikulin affair

The arrest of Russian hacker Nikulin in Prague on the request of the U.S., and consequent U.S. request for his 
extradition for major hacking crimes, resulted in the immediate request by the Russian government for the 
extradition of the hacker to Russia for a very minor crime. Both the requests were then evaluated by Czech 
courts and Minister of Justice, who got under pressure from pro-Russian Czech President Miloš Zeman to 
extradite Nikulin to Russia, yet he decided to extradite him to the U.S.4

The Skripal affair

The Russian poisoning of former double agent Sergei Skripal by Novichok poison resulted in several Russian 
disinformative statements that the Czech Republic was one of the countries where Novichok had been 
produced beforehand, which was denied by several members of the Czech government including the PM 
Andrej Babiš. Pro-Russian Czech President Miloš Zeman, nevertheless, asked the Military intelligence and 
civil counter-intelligence service BIS to made a report about whether Novichok had been produced in the 
Czech Republic, which he then purposefully misinterpreted to claimed that Novichok had been produced 

1  „Sankce by se měly zrušit a Krym patří Rusku, prohlásil Zeman po setkání s Putinem,“ iROZHLAS, 21. 11. 2017, https://www.
irozhlas.cz/zpravy-svet/sankce-se-mely-zrusit-a-krym-patri-rusku-prohlasil-zeman-po-setkani-s-putinem_1711211543_mos.
2  „Razantně proti Rusku. Opatrně se sankcemi – české reakce se různí,“ ČT24, 18. 3. 2014, https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/
domaci/1043045-razantne-proti-rusku-opatrne-se-sankcemi-ceske-reakce-se-ruzni. 
3  „Koněv míří do depozitáře. Praha 6 odstranila sochu sovětského maršála,“ ČT24, 3. 4. 2020, https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/
regiony/3071128-konev-miri-do-depozitare-praha-6-dava-odstranit-kontroverzni-sochu-sovetskeho. 
4  „Česko vydalo údajného ruského hackera Nikulina do USA. Před soudem řekl, že se cítí nevinen,“ ČT24, 30. 3. 2018, https://ct24.
ceskatelevize.cz/domaci/2435512-cesko-vydalo-udajneho-ruskeho-hackera-nikulina-do-usa. 

https://www.irozhlas.cz/zpravy-svet/sankce-se-mely-zrusit-a-krym-patri-rusku-prohlasil-zeman-po-setkani-s-putinem_1711211543_mos
https://www.irozhlas.cz/zpravy-svet/sankce-se-mely-zrusit-a-krym-patri-rusku-prohlasil-zeman-po-setkani-s-putinem_1711211543_mos
https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/domaci/1043045-razantne-proti-rusku-opatrne-se-sankcemi-ceske-reakce-se-ruzni
https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/domaci/1043045-razantne-proti-rusku-opatrne-se-sankcemi-ceske-reakce-se-ruzni
https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/regiony/3071128-konev-miri-do-depozitare-praha-6-dava-odstranit-kontroverzni-sochu-sovetskeho
https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/regiony/3071128-konev-miri-do-depozitare-praha-6-dava-odstranit-kontroverzni-sochu-sovetskeho
https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/domaci/2435512-cesko-vydalo-udajneho-ruskeho-hackera-nikulina-do-usa
https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/domaci/2435512-cesko-vydalo-udajneho-ruskeho-hackera-nikulina-do-usa
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and tested in the Czech Republic.5

The Ricin affair

A Russian diplomat working for the Russian embassy in Prague and Russian secret services shared a 
disinformation with Czech civil counter-intelligence service BIS that another Russian diplomat intends to 
poison three mayors of certain districts of Prague with Ricin because Russia did not approve of their actions. 
This resulted into a police protection for all the three mayors and since the disinformation leaked to public, 
a rough diplomatic exchange between the two countries followed. At the end, both Russian diplomats, who 
both worked for a Russian counter-intelligence FSB, were expulsed from the Czech Republic, which eventually 
resulted into Russian expulsion of two Czech diplomats from Russia.6

2. A SUMMARY OF THE MAIN INSTANCES OF CHINESE 
INFLUENCE IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC FROM 2014 TO 2020

The renewal of Czech-Chinese relations and first trips of Czech officials to the People’s Republic of 
China 

The election of pro-Russian and pro-Chinese President Miloš Zeman who sought Chinese investment in the 
Czech Republic, and the consequent forming of a new government led by Prime Minister Bohuslav Sobotka 
with similar goals, led to the re-establishment of Czech-Chinese relations. This was possible only after the 
Czech minister of foreign affairs Lubomír Zaorálek signed a rather demeaning statement. President Zeman 
then made one of the first state visits to China, and told the Chinese media that he did not come to teach 
China about human rights or market economics, but to learn how to stabilize society and increase economic 
growth.7

Chinese investments in the Czech Republic

Despite repeated promises that Chinese investments in the Czech Republic would reach hundreds of billions 
of Czech crowns most promises were not fulfilled as the ‘flagship’ company of Chinese investment, CEFC, 
has faced financial and corruption issues. In addition, its chairman, accused from corruption, who was also 
an advisor to the Czech President Miloš Zeman, disappeared somewhere in China. Most of the smaller 
investments made in the Czech Republic by CEFC were over time taken on by CITIC, a state company with 
connections to the Chinese security apparatus, which just like CEFC invested very little in the Czech Republic 
later on.8 

Zeman’s and Sobotka‘s State visits to China

Since the renewal of the Czech-Chinese relations in 2014, Prime Minister Sobotka has made two state visits 
to China, while the Czech President Miloš Zeman, who has infrequently visited any other country save Russia, 
has made a State visit to China every year (except for 2016.) During these visits, he attended events that 
were not attended by other Western leaders, talked to Huawei officials, and publicly defended it against the 
allegations of spying.9 

5  „Kauza novičok: Poslanci vyzvali prezidenta, aby zachovával režim utajovaných informací,“ ČT24, 10. 5. 2018, https://ct24.
ceskatelevize.cz/domaci/2474698-kauza-novicok-poslanci-vyzvali-prezidenta-aby-zachovaval-rezim-utajovanych-informaci. 
6  „‚Persona non grata‘. Česko v souvislosti s ‚ricinovou kauzou‘ vyhostilo dvojici ruských diplomatů,“ iROZHLAS, 5. 6. 2020, 
https://www.irozhlas.cz/zpravy-domov/rusko-vyhosteni-velvyslancu-cesko-ricin_2006051333_ako. 
7  „Zeman: Česko uznává celistvost Číny. Včetně Tchaj-wanu a Tibetu,“ ČT24, 27. 10. 2014, https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/
svet/1011929-zeman-cesko-uznava-celistvost-ciny-vcetne-tchaj-wanu-a-tibetu. 
8  „CEFC China,“ Sinopsis, 9. 5. 2016, https://sinopsis.cz/sinopis/cefc-china/. 
9  „Zeman v Číně vyjádřil naději, že se Huawei bude podílet na digitalizaci Česka,“ ČT24, 27. 4. 2019, https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/
svet/2798792-zeman-se-na-konferenci-v-pekingu-kratce-sesel-s-putinem. 

https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/domaci/2474698-kauza-novicok-poslanci-vyzvali-prezidenta-aby-zachovaval-rezim-utajovanych-informaci
https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/domaci/2474698-kauza-novicok-poslanci-vyzvali-prezidenta-aby-zachovaval-rezim-utajovanych-informaci
https://www.irozhlas.cz/zpravy-domov/rusko-vyhosteni-velvyslancu-cesko-ricin_2006051333_ako
https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/svet/1011929-zeman-cesko-uznava-celistvost-ciny-vcetne-tchaj-wanu-a-tibetu
https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/svet/1011929-zeman-cesko-uznava-celistvost-ciny-vcetne-tchaj-wanu-a-tibetu
https://sinopsis.cz/sinopis/cefc-china/
https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/svet/2798792-zeman-se-na-konferenci-v-pekingu-kratce-sesel-s-putinem
https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/svet/2798792-zeman-se-na-konferenci-v-pekingu-kratce-sesel-s-putinem
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Xi Jinping’s visit to Prague

The visit of the Chinese President Xi Jinping to Prague was met with supportive demonstrations of Chinese 
“volunteers,” who physically confronted anyone who expressed anti-Chinese stances.10 

Partnership treaty between Prague and Beijing

After the new ruling coalition of Prague ordered the removal of an acknowledgment by the city of the 
One-China policy from the partnership treaty between the city of Prague and Beijing, the Chinese reacted 
aggressively, criticizing Prague mayor Zdeněk Hřib and canceling the concerts of bands from Prague in China. 
After Prague mayor Zdeněk Hřib made a decision to cancel the treaty (which still had to be approved by the 
Prague council), Beijing cancelled the treaty immediately.11  

The statement of the four highest state officials

The meeting between the Czech minister of culture Daniel Herman and the Dalai Lama, which China had 
warned the Czech Republic against several times before, resulted in Czech President Miloš Zeman, Prime 
Minister Bohuslav Sobotka, and the speakers of both the upper and lower chamber of the Parliament, Milan 
Štěch and Jan Hamáček signing a demeaning letter apologizing for the meeting, which was then sent to the 
Chinese. Several days later China sent back a condescending answer and canceled a meeting between the 
Czech and Chinese ministers of agriculture.12

The warning of the National Cyber and Information Security Agency against Huawei

The warning of the Czech National Cyber and Information Security Agency (NÚKIB) against the use of Huawei 
products sparked a sharp reaction from both the Chinese embassy in Prague and Huawei itself, leading to a 
meeting between Czech Prime Minister Andrej Babiš and the Chinese ambassador, who then publicly lied 
about what the prime minister said so that it would fit into Chinese propaganda narratives. While the prime 
minister and minister of foreign affairs condemned the false account, Czech President Miloš Zeman met 
with the Chinese ambassador and officials from Huawei to express that the NÚKIB’s warning would lead to 
negative political and economic consequences for the Czech Republic. Several weeks after the affair, Huawei 
also threatened that unless NÚKIB canceled or adjusted the warning, the Czech Republic would face an 
international arbitration, which so far has not happened.13

State visit to Taiwan

The decision of Speaker of the Senate Jaroslav Kubera to make an official visit to Taiwan was met with intense 
pressure to cancel the visit from the Czech government, including President Miloš Zeman, and the Chinese 
which eventually resulted in Kubera’s heart attack and death. His successor Miloš Vystrčil nevertheless 
decided to visit and was again pressured by the Chinese to cancel, was threatened by the Chinese minister of 
foreign affairs and banned from entering China.14

10  „Asijská tržnice, ambasáda či rozvědka. Kdo stojí za čínskými vítači?“ Echo24, 30. 3. 2016, https://echo24.cz/a/ir78j/asijska-
trznice-ambasada-ci-rozvedka-kdo-stoji-za-cinskymi-vitaci. 
11  „Peking vypověděl partnerskou smlouvu. Maximálně k nám přijede méně jednodenních turistů, zní z Prahy,“ ČT24, 10. 10. 
2019, https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/domaci/2947160-peking-vypovedel-partnerskou-smlouvu-s-prahou-uvedla-cinska-ambasada. 
12  „Čína od Česka očekává dodržení slibů. Vzkaz vazalům, komentují politici,“ ČT24, 26. 10. 2016, https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/
domaci/1944374-cina-od-ceska-ocekava-dodrzeni-slibu-vzkaz-vazalum-komentuji-politici. 
13  „Petříček vyčetl čínskému velvyslanci, že komentoval schůzku s Babišem,“ ČT24, 10. 1. 2019, https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/
domaci/2702237-petricek-vycetl-cinskemu-velvyslanci-ze-komentoval-schuzku-s-babisem. 
14  „Čína trestá členy senátní delegace za Tchaj-wan. Zakáže jim vstup na své území,“ iROZHLAS, 10. 9. 2020, https://www.irozhlas.
cz/zpravy-svet/cina-vystrcil-tchaj-wan-zakaz-vstupu-delegace_2009101734_onz. 

https://echo24.cz/a/ir78j/asijska-trznice-ambasada-ci-rozvedka-kdo-stoji-za-cinskymi-vitaci
https://echo24.cz/a/ir78j/asijska-trznice-ambasada-ci-rozvedka-kdo-stoji-za-cinskymi-vitaci
https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/domaci/2947160-peking-vypovedel-partnerskou-smlouvu-s-prahou-uvedla-cinska-ambasada
https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/domaci/1944374-cina-od-ceska-ocekava-dodrzeni-slibu-vzkaz-vazalum-komentuji-politici
https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/domaci/1944374-cina-od-ceska-ocekava-dodrzeni-slibu-vzkaz-vazalum-komentuji-politici
https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/domaci/2702237-petricek-vycetl-cinskemu-velvyslanci-ze-komentoval-schuzku-s-babisem
https://ct24.ceskatelevize.cz/domaci/2702237-petricek-vycetl-cinskemu-velvyslanci-ze-komentoval-schuzku-s-babisem
https://www.irozhlas.cz/zpravy-svet/cina-vystrcil-tchaj-wan-zakaz-vstupu-delegace_2009101734_onz
https://www.irozhlas.cz/zpravy-svet/cina-vystrcil-tchaj-wan-zakaz-vstupu-delegace_2009101734_onz
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Chinese influence at the Charles University 

The Chinese Embassy in Prague had been paying for pro-Chinese conferences organized by a secretary of 
the Czech-Chinese center at Charles University Miloš Balabán, who also lectured on propagandist subject 
sponsored by the Chinese Embassy in Prague. After this was exposed, Balabán and some of his colleagues 
involved in the affair either resigned or were fired from the Charles University, however, one of the co-workers 
involved is still a lecturer at the university.15

Pro-Chinese campaign sponsored by Home Credit

Czech Company Home Credit, owned by billionaire Petr Kellner and highly dependent on China’s will, paid 
a PR company for a campaign that was supposed to create a positive image of China in the Czech Republic. 
The campaign consisted of organizing a pro-Chinese conference, monitoring anti-Chinese senator, briefing 
two politicians so that they would support China, and financing a pro-Chinese server and writing or editing 
pro-Chinese articles.16

The purchase of medical supplies from China

The Czech government authorized Jan Hamáček, the leader of the largely pro-Chinese Social Democratic 
political party to buy medical supplies from China, which were in short supply after part of them was bought 
by the Chinese just one month earlier and the other part was gifted to them directly by the government. 
Hamáček, together with party member Jaroslav Tvrdík, the chairman of the Czech-Chinese association, then 
negotiated the purchase of overpriced poor-quality medical supplies which were transported to the Czech 
Republic via planes. The arriving planes with supplies then had to be greeted by members of the Czech 
government together with the Chinese ambassador to Prague as China requested.17

3. A SUMMARY OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC’S CURRENT GEOPOLITICAL 
SITUATION AND THE MOST IMPORTANT DECISIONS TO BE 
MADE BY THE FUTURE CZECH GOVERNMENT AFTER 2021

The main question: What will the West (i.e., the U.S. and Europe) look like and how will it change in terms 
of ensuring the security of the Czech Republic in the coming years?

A. The characteristics of the West: trends and factors

1. The USA
i. An understanding of China as the U.S.’s main global strategic rival in the 21st century.
ii. A strategic paradigm shift towards the U.S.’s enemies (China, Russia, Iran, North Korea): 

confrontation replaces engagement.
iii. Continued dissatisfaction with the liberal world order (globalization, free trade, immigration) 

on the part of the lower-middle class. Continued internal polarization and the absence of a 
prevailing normative consensus on foreign policy.

iv. Deteriorating negative feedback from Europe: some Western European countries do not support 
the USA’s strong approach to Russian, Chinese, and Iranian threats.

15  „Konference, které pořádá rektor UK Zima, platila skrytě statisíci čínská ambasáda,“ Aktuálně, 25. 10. 2019, https://zpravy.
aktualne.cz/domaci/konferenci-uk-platila-cina-stredisko-bezpecnostni-politiky/r~79c2b80ef4b311e9858fac1f6b220ee8/. 
16  „Kellnerův Home Credit platil kampaň na podporu rudé Číny. Využil experty i novináře,“ Aktuálně, 10. 12. 2019, https://
zpravy.aktualne.cz/domaci/home-credit-ppf-kampan-cina-pr-agentura-cb/r~5f0774e01a6111ea8d520cc47ab5f122/. 
17  „Vláda na letišti vítala respirátory. Po sobotě budeme z nejhoršího venku, tvrdí Hamáček,“ Echo24, https://echo24.cz/a/SKujd/
vlada-na-letisti-vitala-respiratory-po-sobote-budeme-z-nejhorsiho-venku-tvrdi-hamacek. 

https://zpravy.aktualne.cz/domaci/konferenci-uk-platila-cina-stredisko-bezpecnostni-politiky/r~79c2b80ef4b311e9858fac1f6b220ee8/
https://zpravy.aktualne.cz/domaci/konferenci-uk-platila-cina-stredisko-bezpecnostni-politiky/r~79c2b80ef4b311e9858fac1f6b220ee8/
https://zpravy.aktualne.cz/domaci/home-credit-ppf-kampan-cina-pr-agentura-cb/r~5f0774e01a6111ea8d520cc47ab5f122/
https://zpravy.aktualne.cz/domaci/home-credit-ppf-kampan-cina-pr-agentura-cb/r~5f0774e01a6111ea8d520cc47ab5f122/
https://echo24.cz/a/SKujd/vlada-na-letisti-vitala-respiratory-po-sobote-budeme-z-nejhorsiho-venku-tvrdi-hamacek
https://echo24.cz/a/SKujd/vlada-na-letisti-vitala-respiratory-po-sobote-budeme-z-nejhorsiho-venku-tvrdi-hamacek
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v. The marginalization of a normative view of NATO: most European states will not meet their 
defense spending goals, certain U.S. and European interests and priorities are diverging, the U.S.’s 
military presence is declining in certain parts of the world.

vi. Strong trade relations with Europe, increasing exports of U.S. oil and gas to Europe.
2. Germany

vii. The strengthening of the myth of German or European “neutrality” with regards to the U.S., 
Russia, and China equates to a softer approach to Russia and China than that pursued by East-
Central Europe. Internal discussion of German industry vis-a-vis China: appeasement versus 
decoupling.

viii. In the post-Merkel era, a declining interest in East-Central Europe, i.e., the non-integrating part of 
the EU: Disputes between the more liberal German establishment (CDU, Greens, SPD, FDP) and 
East-Central Europe: disputes over the climate agenda, disputes over EU federalization, disputes 
stemming from divergent liberal and conservative values.

3. Poland
ix. A non-partisan consensus on the Russian threat and the necessity to substantially strengthen 

defenses.
x. Declining Polish confidence in Western Europe’s determination to defend East-Central Europe 

from Russian ambitions. 
xi. Strong geopolitical and military ties to the U.S.

4. Western Europe: namely Germany, France, and the UK
xii. The coming post-COVID-19 economic crisis.
xiii. Continued dissatisfaction with the liberal world order (globalization, free trade, immigration, the 

(non)integration of Muslims) on the part of the lower-middle class.  
xiv. China is taking advantage of existent and partly perceivable economic dependencies and will 

demand European submissiveness and weak responses to confrontation between China and the 
US.

xv. The overall consequence is the reorientation of Western Europe inwards and towards the south, 
i.e., Africa. Minimal capacity invested into the East and into defending against the Russian threat.

xvi. The advent of the green agenda, with effects on energy policy.

B. Megatrends in the West

17. U.S. reorientation from Europe to Asia

18. Western European reorientation inwards and southwards, namely to Africa

19. The EU’s continued inability to act in matters of foreign policy

20. Growing political disputes between western countries

21. The advent of the green agenda in the EU’s horizontal policymaking

22. The post-COVID-19 economic crisis

23. Increasingly assertive Chinese policies towards Europe

C. Enemies of the West

• Russia: Internal toughening and growing external aggression as exemplified by:
i. Putin’s intensified efforts to consolidate power through the FSB’s continued penetration into all 

spheres of life. Putin will play an increasingly dominant role in the domestic political scene, which 
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will, however, reduce his social acceptability. Economic centralization of power and economic 
control through allied and loyal oligarchs; suppression of the lower and middle classes.

ii. Growing social problems in the event of a further decline in revenue generated by fuel exports: 
social policy (pension reform), health care, insufficient government investment into civic 
infrastructure. However, funds will still be dedicated to the army and the defense complex. We 
can expect Russia to vent its frustration elsewhere should popular dissatisfaction grow. The 
country has “run out” of domestic enemies, so aggressive behavior abroad is likely to increase. 
Young people will emigrate from Russia, contributing to population aging and extinction, which 
is, in fact, an advantage for the Putin regime, as revolutionary potential will diminish.

iii. Russia’s ongoing efforts to break the EU’s internal cohesion and unity.  China will continue 
to supplant Russia in the East, securing Russian concessions on access to strategic resources 
necessary for the Chinese economy.

• China: the beginning of systemic confrontation against liberal democracies
i. An internal toughening of the regime under the government of President Xi. Ignoring human 

rights and international obligations. The bullying of Western companies in China will lead to 
accelerated decoupling.

ii. The Post-COVID economic crisis and confrontation with the U.S. will lead to:
iii. An escalating global campaign against Taiwan;
iv. The utilization of a coalition of de facto Chinese colonies around the globe;
v. Aggressive Chinese pressure with regards to 5G and human rights;
vi. The use of elite capture and blackmail in Europe to achieve short-term influence goals.

D. Consequences for Czech decision-making

How to ensure our safety in the face of growing Russian and Chinese aggression, the West’s increasing 
fragmentation, and Western Europe’s decreasing interest in East-Central Europe?

The main challenges for the future Czech government in the field of foreign and security policy

• Build close strategic alliances that will ensure the sovereignty of the Czech Republic

 – with the U.S. based on geopolitical defense against an aggressive China and Russia;

 – with Germany based on economic ties and to facilitate European decision-making regarding 
China;

 – with Poland and the Baltic countries, as they have strong ties with the U.S. and Europe, and 
effectively function as a shield against a belligerent Russia.

• Prevent actions that would increase the Czech Republic’s dependence on hostile regimes:

 – Do not permit Russian state-owned companies to participate in the construction of new Czech 
nuclear power units.

 – Do not permit Chinese companies with links to the Chinese government to participate in the 
construction of fifth-generation telecommunications networks.

 – Evaluate the Czech Republic’s current level of dependence on Russia and China and purposefully 
reduce this dependence so that it cannot be used as blackmail against the country’s sovereignty.
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